Characterization of the LCROSS impact plume from a ground-based imaging detection.
The Lunar CRater Observation and Sensing Satellite (LCROSS) mission was designed to search for evidence of water in a permanently shadowed region near the lunar south pole. An instrumented Shepherding Spacecraft followed a kinetic impactor and provided--from a nadir perspective--the only images of the debris plume. With independent observations of the visible debris plume from a more oblique view, the angles and velocities of the ejecta from this unique cratering experiment are better constrained. Here we report the first visible observations of the LCROSS ejecta plume from Earth, thereby ascertaining the morphology of the plume to contain a minimum of two separate components, placing limits on ejecta velocities at multiple angles, and permitting an independent estimate of the illuminated ejecta mass. Our mass estimate implies that the lunar volatile inventory in the Cabeus permanently shadowed region includes a water concentration of 6.3±1.6% by mass.